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AI      SEMINAR 7   
Perspectives on Tourism 

 
What People Have Said about Tourism 
 

1 Travel is more than the seeing of sights*; it is a change that goes on, deep and permanent*, in the 
ideas of living. - Miriam Beard (American travel writer, 1901- ) 
 
2 Take only memories. Leave nothing but footprints. – Chief Seattle (American Indian chief, 1786 -1866) 
 
3 Young men should travel, if but to amuse themselves. – Lord Byron (English Romantic poet, 1788-1824) 
 
4 A good traveller is one who does not know where he is going to; a perfect traveller does not know 
where he came from. – Lin Yutang (Chinese philosopher, 1895-1976) 
 
5 I dislike feeling at home when I am abroad. – George Bernard Shaw (Irish playwright, 1856-1950) 
 
6 To lie about a faraway country is easy. – Amharic Proverb 
 
7 Travelling, like all forms of consumption*, is not a neutral activity. Everything we do affects other 
people; everything we own is taken from someone else. If you can’t travel carefully, don’t travel at all. 
– George Monbiot (Guardian journalist and author, 1963-) 
 
 
Statistics 
Tourism -     accounts* for over 6% of world gross national product* (GNP) 

- provides up to 10% of total employment 
- 8% of the world’s population travels  

 
Discussion Questions 
1. Do you believe that all travel ‘broadens* the mind’? How? 
2. Do you think that more world peace would be possible if more people travelled?  
3. Have you ever heard of ecotourism? How would you define it? Which of the definitions below do 
you most agree with? 
4. Is the travel industry a clean and positive form of development for poor countries? 
 
Some Definitions of Ecotourism 
National Geographic has coined* the word geotourism: "Tourism that sustains* or enhances* the 
geographical character of a place – its environment, culture, aesthetics, heritage*, and the well-being 
of its residents." 
Planeta.com: ecotourism: a) provides for conservation measures, b) includes meaningful community 
participation, and c) is profitable and can sustain itself. 
Ecotourism: low-impact*, small-scale travel to sensitive and protected areas, while educating the 
traveller, providing funds for conservation, providing the direct benefits of economic development and 
political empowerment* to local communities, and fostering* respect of different cultures and for 
human rights. – Martha Harvey  
Ecotourism: Responsible (low impact) travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and 
sustains the well-being of local people. – The Ecotourism Society (TES) 
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Pre-reading task  
Scan paragraphs 1 to 5 of the text to find out what the following numbers and words refer to. 
1)   1.6 billion     
2)   viruses    
3)   critics     
4)   casino     
5)   2-4%   
6)   subsidised     
7)   clean     
8)   appetites     
9)   livelihood     
10) 9 million  
 
Text adapted from    Green Tragedy  by David Nicholson-Lord 
 
1 Tourism is by some estimates* the world’s biggest industry. In 1950 there were 25 million tourist 
visas; currently 700 million; and 1.6 billion projected for 2020. As it has grown, its destructive effects 
have become more evident and are greater than we may expect. Along with television, tourism is one 
of the strongest agents* of globalisation – tourists are the shock troops* of Western-style capitalism, 
distributing social and psychological viruses just as earlier colonists spread diseases.  
 
2 Ecotourism is supposedly the antidote* to mass tourism. It should be small-scale, nature-based, 
environmentally-friendly. At least that’s the theory. In reality no one has properly defined it in a way 
that could be acceptable to critics of the industry, therefore allowing marketing men, “greenwashers”*, 
and corporate developers to flourish*. I’ve heard a casino in Laos described as ecotourism – because 
it was sited* in untouched countryside.  
 
3 Much ecotourism relies on places from which native people have been excluded*, often forcibly*, or 
which are being destroyed by the great number of tourists. Yet ecotourism represents only 2-4% of 
international travel spending. If it grew to the point where it dominated the tourism industry, could 
such a large-scale industry be managed in a small-scale way? Can anyone who has flown around the 
world in a jet powered by subsidised* fossil fuel and puffing out greenhouse gases qualify as an 
ecotourist – whatever the type of holiday that awaits them? 
 
4 The attempt to create an alternative to mass tourism does in itself signify that the industry has gone 
wrong, the reasons for which are full of paradoxes. First, tourism is seen as a “clean” path to 
development – an industry without factories, fumes and the consumption* of limited resources. The 
reality is that it destroys landscapes, either through development or the demands that Westernised 
appetites (desires) put on fragile* economies and ecosystems. 
 
5 Second, while marketed as “of all-inclusive benefit to the economy”, the financial gains* of tourism 
are unevenly distributed. Most of the money ends up with local or international elites – hotel-owners, 
tour operators and airlines. Although tourism creates jobs, it also displaces jobs (or livelihoods*) 
based on agriculture and fishing. Typically, native lands are taken for national parks or tourist 
complexes, so people who were once able to make a reasonably independent living off the land find 
themselves as disempowered wage-earners* in a global economy. One small downturn in the US 
economy and they’re out of work with no skills or land to fall back on. A 10% reduction in travel (due 
to Sept. 11, for example) would cause 9 million people to lose their jobs. 
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6 Third, there is the paradox of the tourist being of great social benefit – from the saying that travel 
“broadens the mind” to “world peace through travel” (the Hilton hotel motto). In fact, it is hard to 
imagine an industry with more potential for misunderstanding and conflict. In Asia, Africa and South 
America, tourism cruelly exposes the fault lines* of global economic inequality. Most interactions 
between tourists and locals revolve around the cash nexus* (money). 
 
7 Another point is that unlike other industries, which keep their raw materials inside factories and 
offices, tourists get everywhere (often in large numbers), so that people who gain no benefit from 
tourism must suffer its consequences*. Also, in its drive to “broaden the mind”, tourism seeks out the 
richness and strangeness of other cultures, often destroying them in the process. For the sake of the 
tourist, old festivals have been expanded beyond recognition and new ones have been invented or 
transplanted from other countries. In one sense you could argue that it’s harmless enough – local 
people being instructed to wear their regional traditional costume to work. What’s wrong with dressing 
up and pretending? Isn’t that what they do in Disneyland? It’s not exactly what it claims* to be. It has 
undergone* a subtle interior change, into a branch of commercial culture, of marketing. 
 
8 On the other hand, it is said that tourism is good for conservation – and there are many cases 
where it has helped to save a species, such as the mountain gorillas of the Congo. Throughout the 
world, tourist revenues* keep national parks in existence and motivate governments to protect them. 
Whale-watching, famously, is now worth far more than whaling. And whether it’s a cottage in the 
countryside or a cruise in Antarctica, travel can still confront one with dimensions of reality that are 
new, disturbing, wonderful – and that may leave something more than an image in a photo album. It’s 
also true that human contact may sometimes transcend the cash nexus*. Simply having been to a 
place may create an attachment that could prove of value. If one has visited the rainforests of Costa 
Rica, one is more likely to want – and to pay – to save them. 
 
9 Unfortunately, the industry as a whole doesn’t work this way. Mass tourism is an industry dealing in 
human interactions and experiences which lacks* any idea of what should inform them. It is also a 
leading protagonist of the globalisation which is eradicating* all the uniqueness* and beauty upon 
which tourism itself is based – a classic example of an industry devouring* its own resources.  
 
10 Many critics and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) now hope for the success of 
community-based ecotourism, in which typically local organisations run facilities, accept visitors there, 
organise environmentally-friendly activities, provide a taste of local culture and channel the proceeds* 
into locally-run industries. These are an improvement on mass package-tourism, partly because they 
remove many of its financial inequities*. That they are a full answer is doubtful*, as community 
tourism could not handle the projected increase in tourist numbers without turning into something 
quite different. 
 
11 If the industry is to handle the hundreds of millions of people jetting around the globe, it will have 
to undergo major reform. One could imagine how – planning controls, tourist and aviation fuel taxes, 
airport restrictions, a global tourism convention – but it is unlikely that it will. Neither governments nor 
industry are interested. 
 
12 Tourists themselves are ignorant of the damage done in their name. Although travelling may 
encourage the beginnings of a basic planetary ethic – a sense of responsibility for other parts of the 
globe – this is not enough to withstand* the individual desire for the experiences that journeys to 
distant places are believed to provide. In that sense, tourism is a classic “tragedy of the commons” – 
many individuals acting independently and in what they perceive* to be their own interests, destroying 
a collective good. What is needed is a new travel ethic, in which people start to ask themselves about 
the purpose and value of their journey – why they need to escape, what is it they hope to find – but I 
fear this will only begin when enough people start returning with the sense that their journey had very 
little purpose and value, by which time it may well be too late.       
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Reading Task 1 
Match sections 6 to 12 to the following paragraph headings. There is one extra heading that is not 
needed. 
 
A) Great Changes are Needed  
B) Tourist Funds Can Rescue Wildlife  
C) An Alternative to Typical Tourism  
D) Tourism Creates Jobs    
E) The Industry Takes Away the Local Flavour 
F) The Commercialisation of Traditional Festivals 
G) Changes in Personal Attitudes to Travel 
H) Travel Doesn’t Always Help the Local Community 
 

Reading Task 2 
As you re-read the text, make a list of the negative and positive aspects of (eco)tourism. 
 
Discussion Questions 
1 If you were a tour guide, where would you go and why? 
2 If you were organising an ecotour of your region, what would you do? 
3 How has this article challenged the conventional ideas about travel? 
4 How do you feel about the author’s ideas? In what ways do you agree or disagree? 
5 Has the article made you think about your own personal travel ethics?  
6 Will you travel differently now? 
 
Listening  (6 minutes)         The Impact of Tourism 
 
Presenter: Fiji is a group of tropical islands in the Pacific Ocean. Tony Green has just (1)____________ Fiji, where he 
worked during the early eighties. He’s noticed how the islands and islanders have changed. Tony, is Fiji the “tropical 
holiday paradise” that the holiday brochures tell us about? 
 
Tony: Well, in many ways it still is – if you can get away from the main island and the capital, Suva. There are, after all, 
over (2)____________ islands in the group, of which only one hundred are inhabited. Politically, Fiji is not a very 
(3)____________ nation – the main problem is that of the 670,000 people, half are ethnic Fijians and half are ethnic 
Indians, the descendants of labourers who came to work on the (4)____________ plantations. The Indians tend to run the 
commercial life of the islands. They have the businesses and the shops, (5)____________ the Fijians own the land and 
they are farmers and fishermen -  oh, and they also dominate the government. (6)____________, many Indians have left 
Fiji because life has become more difficult for them and these (7)____________ tensions have rather destabilised the 
country, making it less popular than other more (8)____________ destinations. 
 
Tourism started in the late sixties because flights between America and Australia had to land in Fiji to (9)____________ 
and visitors began to stop over in Fiji, to (10)____________ which was then an unspoilt, quote “tropical paradise” 
unquote. The tourists mainly came, and still do come, from Australia and New Zealand. About, I think, (11)____________ 
go there each year. Tourism is the main dollar earner of the islands. Nearly (12)____________ the country’s income 
comes from tourists. However, for every dollar earned, (13)____________ cents goes straight out of the country again to 
pay for what the tourists (14)____________. The visitors eat meat and dairy products and vegetables flown in from New 
Zealand; they drink Australian beer, (15)____________, and orange juice. The local farmers just haven’t been able to 
cope with the international (16)____________ of the visitors. The islands of Fiji are very fertile, but the farmers haven’t 
adapted to the requirements of the tourist industry, which requires a reliable (17)____________ of standard quality 
products. It’s easier for them to grow sugar cane, bananas, and ginger for export than to cater for the whims of tourists. 
Consequently, it’s cheaper and simpler for hoteliers to (18)____________ what their guests want to eat and drink, even 
some of the fruit, by air. 
 
One of the more noticeable (19)____________ of tourism on the people is that you see children playing truant from 
school to act as “guides” for the tourists. Local shopkeepers pay them to grab tourists and pull them into their gift shops. 
(20)____________, many of the souvenirs they buy are not made locally at all. They’re imported from places like Taiwan 
and Hong Kong. The Fijians used to be known for their friendliness and hospitality. This is something I noticed particularly 
when I was there before, but now you’re beginning to see a sullenness creep into their character. People seem to resent 
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the (21)____________ and “friendly Fiji”, as advertised in the holiday brochures, is no longer so apparent, I‘m afraid. 
Yeah, these slogans have devalued a complex situation. I suppose you can’t expect everyone to welcome foreigners into 
their community without the foreigners (22)____________ the locals with respect too. I mean, you can’t buy 
(23)____________ with dollars, or deutschmarks, or whatever. 
 
Presenter: I see, They do say that travel broadens the mind. Is that your experience? 
 
Tony: Quite the opposite, I’d say. Every international hotel looks very much like another. There are no local styles, and 
the services they offer are (24)____________ too. In fact, if you look at the visitors in those hotels, they’re all starting to 
look alike! They dress the same and behave the same. They talk about the same things, they (25)____________ the 
same opinions, they eat the same food, drink the same drinks. They never learn a word of the local language or find out 
about the local (26)____________ – apart from the folklore evenings laid on for them at the hotels. They find themselves 
buying the same Hong Kong-made souvenirs all over the world.  
 
But what is saddest of all is that they are totally (27)____________ of the local people and their aspirations, of their 
problems, and their interests. The only local people they speak to are waiters, shopkeepers, chambermaids, you know? 
Tourism, in fact, is not conducive to mutual understanding. In some cases it even gives rise to (28)____________ 
contempt, I think. The only difference for the tourist being at home and being on holiday is that the weather is 
(29)____________. On holiday, they have people to do the cooking and serve the food, and do the washing-up 
afterwards! 
 
Presenter: I see. So, how do you see the future of Fiji? 
 
Tony: Well, (30)____________ what I’ve said, I’m optimistic. Fiji can’t revert to how it was in the past. That’s just too much 
to ask. You can’t put the clock back. But the (31)____________ on Fiji is no longer an essential refuelling stop. Long-
range jets cross the Pacific non-stop now, which means that the tourists who go to Fiji now aren’t people who are just 
stopping over for a night or two, but people who have chosen to stay there for one or two weeks, or whatever. And Fiji 
doesn’t depend too (32)____________ on tourism for its income. Recently, important reserves of copper have been found 
which will improve the balance of payments. I think the number of tourists is likely to stabilise at an acceptable 
(33)____________. And it looks likely that the relationship between the natives and visitors will develop – as it has in 
Spain or Greece, for example – into a mature, sensible, businesslike one. 
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Grammar – Suffixes and Prefixes 
Complete the table. 
  

Verb Noun Adjective Adverb 
doubt doubt  Doubtfully 

conserve  conserved, -ing - 
destroy destruction  destructively 

 empowerment empowered, -ing - 
consume  consumable, -ed,  consumingly 
force force forcible, forcing, forced  

subsidise subsidy  - 
develop  developed, -ing - 
benefit benefit  beneficially 

 
Prefixes: 
in-                               dis-                                                                    
im-                              mis- 
ir-                                sub- 
il-                                under- 
un-                              over- 
ab-                              self-  
re-                               de- 

experienced                          valuable 
perfect                                   mature 
conscious                              rational 
judged                                   loaded 
valued                                   honest 
normal                                   legible 
stable                                    spoilt 
aware                                    mature   

  
 
Notice the combinations that are possible. Use these tables to expand your vocabulary. 
 
Vocabulary 
 
1. sights     památky, pamětihodnosti 
2. *consumption    spotřeba 
3. *to account for    představovat 
4. gross national product   hrubý národní produkt 
5. to broaden the mind   rozšiřovat si duševní obzor  
6. *to coin (a word)    uvést (slovo)  
7. *to sustain     udržovat 
8. *to enhance    pozvednout na vyšší úroveň  
9. *heritage     dědictví 
10. *low-impact     malý dopad 
11. empowerment    zmocnění, zplnomocnění 
12. to foster     podporovat 
13. *estimates     odhad 
14. agent     zástupce, zprostředkovatel, hybná síla 
15. shock-troops (military)   průkopník, úderná jednotka (voj.) 
16. antidote     protilátka    
17.  a) whitewashing – making something damaging look harmless. 

b) greenwashing – falsifying the needs of environmental conservation, ecological sustainability 
and socio-cultural responsibility. 

18. to flourish     prosperovat, vzkvétat  
19. to be excluded forcibly   být násilně vyloučen 
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20. *to subsidise    dotovat, podporovat 
21. fragile     křehký 
22. *gains     zisk 
23. livelihood     živobytí 
24. disempowered wage-earners  pracující (za mzdu), kteří jsou zbaveni moci 
25. to expose the fault lines   vystavovat chyby a nedostatky   
26. cash nexus     peněžní vztah 
27. *to suffer the consequences   neblaze pociťovat důsledky 
28. *to claim     tvrdit 
29. *to undergo subtle change   projít nepatrnou změnou 
30. *revenue     příjem 
31. to transcend the cash nexus  přesáhnout peněžní vztah 
32. *to lack     postrádat 
33. to eradicate    vymýtit 
34. uniqueness     jedinečnost 
35. to devour     pohltit, zničit 
36. to channel the proceeds   (na)směrovat výnosy, zisky 
37. inequity     nerovnost 
38. *doubtful     pochybný 
39. *to withstand    odolávat 
40. *to perceive    vnímat 
 
 
Sources consulted: 
http://fulgeog5.fullerton.edu/350/350students/dtollefson/ecotourism.html 
http://www.planeta.com/ecotravel/tour/definitions.html 
Kumar, Satish (ed.), Resurgence, May/June 2002, pp. 26, 27. 
Lorie, Jonathan, ed.; The Traveller’s Handbook; WEXAS, 2000. (Quotes - pp. 15, 23, 35.) 
Jones, Leo, Progress to Proficiency, CUP, 1994, section 6.10. 
 
 
Word bank 
 
1. to go on a sightseeing tour   jet na okružní prohlídku pamětihodností 
2. to go on a guided tour   jít na prohlídku s průvodcem 
3. to go on a cruise    jet na okružní plavbu 
4. to book a trip with a travel agency  rezervovat si zájezd u cestovní kanceláře 
5. to seek something out of the ordinary  vyhledávat něco neobvyklého 
6. to get back to nature    vrátit se k přírodě 
7. to damage the countryside   ničit přírodu 
8. tourist industry    turistický průmysl 
9. tourist sector (formal)    turistický průmysl (formální) 
10. tourist office     informační kancelář pro turisty 
11. damage done to the countryside  škody napáchané na přírodě 
12. itinerary     plán cesty 
13. hoards of people    davy lidí 
14. ecological awareness   ekologické povědomí  


